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Corporate Profile
Celebrating its 20th year in 2014, Doğuş Otomotiv is the leading automotive importer and
one of the biggest automotive distributors in Turkey.
Doğuş Otomotiv determines its business plans according to its vision of offering “creative
services beyond expectations,” and builds its corporate strategy with the aim of “being
present in all the areas of the automotive value chain.” Doğuş Otomotiv has the biggest
brand portfolio and the widest service network in the Turkish automotive industry.
Representing 14 international brands, each of which is the leader of its respective sector
among passenger cars, light commercial vehicles, heavy commercial vehicles, industrial
and marine engines, and cooling systems, Doğuş Otomotiv provides its individual and
corporate customers a wide array of products made up of more than 80 models of Volkswagen Passenger Car, Audi, SEAT, Škoda, Bentley, Lamborghini, Bugatti, Porsche,
Volkswagen Commercial Vehicle, Scania, Krone, and Meiller. The company also competes in the industrial and marine engines market with its Scania Engines brand, and in
the cooling systems market with its Thermo King brand.
Unconditional customer satisfaction is the top priority of Doğuş Otomotiv in the services
it provides, and the company has one of the largest Authorized Dealer and Service networks of Turkey. With more than 550 contact points throughout Turkey, Doğuş Otomotiv
is able to render widespread and uninterrupted services to its customers in sales, aftersales, and spare parts.
Besides its import and distribution activities, Doğuş Otomotiv also extends its portfolio of
services in line with its strategy of being present in all the areas of the automotive value
chain. In recent years, the company has undertaken important investments not only in
services such as consumer financing, spare parts and accessories, logistics and customer services, used car dealership, fleet leasing, fast service, and vehicle inspection and
insurance, but also in production. In addition to the Meiller Doğuş Tipper Plant established
in Sakarya in 2008 as a partnership with Meiller, the leading tipper brand, the trailer plant
established in Tire, İzmir in 2012 as a partnership with Krone has also began production.
In order to be a global company, Doğuş Otomotiv has also made investments to carry
its successful operation in Turkey to overseas. As a result of the close and trust-based
cooperation it has developed with VW Group, the company has begun providing Authorized Dealership and Service Point services under the name of D-Auto Suisse SA in Lausanne since 2009. Also as part of its operations abroad, Doğuş Otomotiv has established
the D-Auto LLC company in Erbil to provide distributorship services in Northern Iraq for
Volkswagen and Audi.
With its more than 2,000 employees, Doğuş Otomotiv is one of the most important players
of the Turkish automotive industry. Thanks to the customer-satisfaction oriented dynamic
service concept, which it has pursued since the day it was founded, Doğuş Otomotiv has
always been among the most popular and most trusted brands in Turkey according to
corporate reputation surveys. Since the public offering in 2004, Doğuş Otomotiv shares
are traded at BIST (İstanbul Stock Exchange) under the ticker symbol “DOAS.IS”.
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Doğuş Otomotiv shapes all its business processes according to its environmental and
social responsibility concept. As a result, Doğuş Otomotiv published the first Corporate
Responsibility Report of its industry in Turkey in 2009, and undersigned UN Global Compact in 2010. “Traffic is Life!”, the social responsibility project begun in 2004 in order to
positively impact overall responsibility, awareness, and perceptions in society regarding
traffic, has continued uninterruptedly for the last decade. The projects that constitute part
of the “Traffic is Life!” corporate responsibility platform have been individually planned for
the education of all age groups and carried out with the collaboration of public authorities; they have also received a total of 10 awards.
Doğuş Otomotiv is a member of Doğuş Group, which is active in financial services, automotive, construction, media, tourism and services, real estate, and energy.

Sales Performance
2014

2013

2012

157,340

154,293

125,563

DOAS Market Share (retail)

20.1%

17.8%

15.8%

Used Car Sales (DOD)

21,120

20,206

17,000

2014

2013

2012

Sales (retail unit)

Financial Indicators
Net Sales (mio TRY)

7,693

6,603

5,132

547

442

407

OpEx/Sales (%)

7.1%

6.7%

7.9%

EBIT (mio TRY)

326

308

306

4.2%

4.7%

6.0%

873

750

713

11.3%

11.4%

13.9%

253

225

259

Net Profit Margin (%)

3.3%

3.4%

5.0%

ROA

9.0%

9.1%

11.6%

ROE

20.5%

20.1%

21.8%

Net Financial Debt/Equity*

0.84

0.73

0.47

CapEx (mio TL)**

115

93

108

Operating Expenses (mio TRY)

EBIT (%)
Gross Profit (mio TRY)
Gross Profit Margin (%)
Net Profit (mio TRY)

* Includes short-term loans, short-term portions of long-term loans, long-term loans, cash and equivalent.
* Includes real assets.

Doğuş Otomotiv’s shares are traded on Borsa İstanbul (BIST) under the ticker “DOAS.IS”.
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Financial Indicators
Doğuş Otomotiv had a successful performance in 2014 with a total sales revenue of 7,693
million TRY and net profit of 253 million TRY. The main financial performance indicators for
the last three years are presented below.

SALES (mio TRY)

6,603

GROSS PROFIT MARGIN (%)

7,693

13.9%

7.9%
11.4%

5,132
2,2

11.3%

2,2

2012

2013

2014

EBIT MARGIN (%)
6.0%

2,2

2013

4.2%

2014

TOTAL ASSETS (mio TRY)

2,223

2,464

2012

2014

253
225

2013

2,827

2012

2014

2013

5.0%
3.4%

3.3%

2014

2012

2013

2014

NET FINANCIAL DEBT*/EQUITY

1,236

2012

0.73

0.84

0.47

1,118

2013

2014

NET PROFIT MARGIN (%)

1,187

2013

7.1%

2,2

TOTAL EQUITY (mio TRY)

2,2

2012

2013

NET PROFIT (mio TRY)

2,2

6.7%
2,2

259
4.7%

2012

2012

OPERATING EXPENSES/SALES (%)

2014

2012

2013

2014

* Includes short-term loans, short-term portions
of long-term loans, long-term loans, cash and
equivalent.

ROA (%)

ROE (%)
21.8%

11.6%
9,.1%

108

9.0%
20.1%

2,2

2012

CAPEX (mio TRY)**

20.5%

2,2

2013

2014

2012

115
93

2,2

2013

2014

2012

2013

** Includes tangible asset entries.
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Stock Performance
❯ Stock Performance in 2014

❯ BIST Code: DOAS.IS
❯ Reuters Code: DOAS.IS
❯ Bloomberg Code: DOAS.TI

TRY
Share price (31 December 2014)
Lowest (20 January 2014)
Highest (03 December 2014)

❯ Number of stocks: 220,000,000
❯ Initial public offering: 10 June 2004
❯ Free float rate: 34.5%

Market Cap. (31 December 2014)
Daily average trading volume

USD

11.95

5.14

6.12

2.73

12.35

5.52

2.6 bn

1.1 bn

11.1 mio

5.1 mio

In 2014, Doğuş Otomotiv share trade was represented by 59% capital gain on aggregate.

* As of 31 December 2014. (Source: Reuters)

PERCENTAGE OF FOREIGN OWNERSHIP (%)
59%

63%

62%

64%

51%

2012

The Percentage of Foreign
Ownership in DOAS
increased to 61% in 2014.

2013
DOAS

2014

BIST 100

EARNINGS PER SHARE
1.30
1.20
1.10
1.00
0.90
0.80
0.70
0.60
0.50

61%

1.17

1.14
1.02

PRICE/EARNINGS RATE
10.45

7.50
7.00
6.50
6.00

7.31

5.50

2,2

6.58

In 2014, Earnings per Share
increased to 1.14.
In 2014, the Price/Earnings
Rate increased to 10.45.

5.00
4.50
4.00

2012

2013

2014

2012

2013

2014
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Milestones

0.5%
Market
Share

Scania
distributorship
agreement

Škoda
distributorship
agreement and
partnership with
Yüce Auto

Volkswagen
and Audi
distributorship
agreement

Krone
distributorship
agreement

Porsche
distributorship
agreement
Assembling
operations
Used car
operations
established

Distributorship
contract with
Volkswagen AG

1994

Merger of
automotive
companies under
Doğuş Otomotiv

Customs duties on
vehicles imported
from the EU
abolished

1995

Scania Industrial
and Marine Engines
distributorship
contract signed

1996

1997

SEAT distributorship
agreement and
partnership with
Yüce Auto

1999

2000

Joint venture on
consumer financing
with Volkswagen
Financial Services
AG

2003

First dividend paid

2004

Initial Public
Offering of Doğuş
Otomotiv

2005

2006
Doğuş Otomotiv
acquired 100% of
SEAT

Lamborghini letter
of intent
Doğuş Otomotiv
corporate social
responsibility
project

5.8%
Market
Share

Bentley letter of
intent

Volkswagen
Marine Engines
agreement

Second dividend
paid
Production agreement with Krone
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11.4%
Market
Share
TÜVTURK
established by the
cooperation of
AKFEN and TÜV
SÜD

Bugatti letter of
intent

Porsche dealership
contract in
Lausanne

Krone - Doğuş
coproduction
agreement

17,8%
Market
Share
Doğuş Otomotiv
15th anniversary
Corporate
Governance
Rating rose to
9.05

Lamborghini
distributorship
agreement
All brands located
under the same
roof at Şekerpınar

12.6%
Market
Share

Opening of
Porsche Lausanne

Corporate
Governance Rating
(7.80 Point)

Meiller
distributorship
and coproduction
agreement

Opening of
OtoMotion

Oto-Fix Exspres
Service established

2009
2007

2010

2008
Global Compact
Agreement
Thermo King
distributorship
agreement

Krone Doğuş
Treyler Plant
groundbreaking
ceremony

Groundbreaking
ceremony of
Porsche deailership
in Lausanne
Opening Meiller
Doğuş Damper
Plant

Establishing Erbil
D-Auto LLC, Iraq

Doğuş Bilgi İşlem
ve Teknoloji
Hizmetleri A.Ş.
established

Publishing
Sustainability
Report

LeasePlan
partnership for
fleet services

Opening Krone
Doğuş Treyler
Plant

2011

2012

2013

The title of the “Company
With the Highest Increase
in Corporate Governance
Rating” (8.63 Point)

2014
Offering financial
services in the
heavy commercial
vehicle sector, Scania Finans becomes
part of Volkswagen
Doğuş Finans A.Ş.

15.4%
Market
Share
Corporate
Governance
Rating rose to
9.25

Maintains
leadership in total
automotive market
throughout the
year

20.1%
Market
Share

Thermo King
letter of intent

Establishing
Porsche Lausanne
D-Auto Suisse SA
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Board of Directors

3
9

6

4

7
2

1

1 Aclan ACAR

6 Nevzat ÖZTANGUT

2 Süleyman Kadir TUĞTEKİN

7 Dr. Recep Yılmaz ARGÜDEN

Chairman

5

8

Vice Chairman

3 H. Murat AKA

Member of the Board of Directors

4 E. Ali BİLALOĞLU

Member of the Board of Directors

5 Özlem Denizmen KOCATEPE

Member of the Board of Directors

8

Member of the Board of Directors

Independent Member of the
Board of Directors

8 Ferruh EKER

Independent Member of the
Board of Directors

9 E. Gülden ÖZGÜL

Independent Member of the
Board of Directors

Executive Board

3

6

4

7
5

1

6 Kerem GÜVEN

2 Anıl GÜRSOY

7 Mustafa KARABAYIR

3 Dr. Berk ÇAĞDAŞ

8 Tolga SENYÜCEL

4 Giovanni Gino BOTTARO

9 Vedat UYGUN

Chief Executive Officer

8
2

1 E. Ali BİLALOĞLU
9

Executive Board Member
Executive Board Member
Executive Board Member

Executive Board Member
Executive Board Member
Executive Board Member
Executive Board Member

5 İlhami EKSİN

Executive Board Member
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Chairman’s Message
ty continued to pressure the economy, developments in
Iraq and Syria, as well as the Russian-Ukrainian crisis
startled international markets.
Today, the primary objective in the world is to increase
global growth performance. Agreeing that the negative
turn in global growth in recent times is quite disconcerting, leaders participating in the G-20 Summit in November of 2014 reached a consensus to take the necessary
steps towards raising global growth and committed to
adding more than US$2 trillion to the global economy
by 2018. It has become evident in the previous year;
however, that this growth cannot be sustained solely
by the efforts of central banks or through fiscal policies.
Everyone now concurs that it is imperative for world
economy to undertake a total reorganization by way of
structural measures.

A year of economic stagnation, 2014 was marked by
the failure to reach global growth targets. As targets
were revised downwards several times within the year,
a stable and sustainable growth could not be achieved.
In terms of economic performance, the disparity between nations was particularly striking. The US economy outpaced other major developed countries in 2014,
whereas considerable stagnation prevailed in the Euro
area. Problems originating from southern European
countries in particular caused economic growth in Euroarea countries to fall behind expectations in 2014. As the
third largest economy in the world, even Japan could
not avoid entering recession despite all measures taken by the government and the central bank. The AsiaPacific region, on the other hand, was the most important contributor to global growth. Often serving as the
locomotive of global economy in previous years, China
nonetheless faced a distinctive loss of speed in growth
performance. Meanwhile, the ambiguity over a possible
hike in interest rates following the Federal Reserve’s decision to halt its program of bond purchases in October
2014 affected capital inflow to developing countries as
of the second half of the year. This particular situation led
to a decrease in portfolio flow and a slowing of growth,
and thus had an adverse effect on economic indications.
The pessimism reigning over world economy had a negative impact on the political and social stability of countries facing economic challenges. As political uncertain-
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The weak economic performance in the world also affected Turkish economy in a negative way in 2014. The
measures taken earlier in the year by the government to
shrink the deficit and to increase savings ratios slowed
the economy to a certain extent. Accordingly, growth
rate stalled at 2.8% in the first nine months of the year
and somewhat remained behind expectations. Despite
stagnation in Europe and turmoil in the Middle Eastern
markets; however, Turkey increased her exports by 4%
in 2014 and succeeded in creating additional resources
for the economy and decreasing the deficit. The decline
in oil prices from US$107 to US$60, on the other hand,
directly contributed towards the shrinking of the deficit.
Hence, despite various factors with a negative impact
on globally developing economies, Turkey maintained
her steady growth in 2014.
In 2014, the automotive market in the world showed
approximately 3.5% growth compared to the previous
year, with a production of more than 90 million vehicles.
For us, one of the most gratifying developments of 2014
was the Volkswagen Group’s rise to the rank of second largest automobile manufacturer in the world. With
this important achievement, Volkswagen is now a step
closer to its leadership goal. I hope that we will see the
positive effects to Volkswagen Group’s success both
in terms of price-benefit balance and the ability to offer
more competitive prices with respect to volume.
The automotive market in Turkey, on the other hand,
began to shrink by nearly 30%, both due to the climbing
foreign exchange rates in the early months of the year
and restrictions encouraging savings, and the substantial Special Consumption Tax increase that went into effect on January 1, 2014. However, once concerns over
the economy were assuaged in the course of the year,
sales witnessed a considerable recovery. Hence, with
a total sale of 768 thousand vehicles, the automotive
market finished the year 2014 with only a 10% decrease
compared to the previous year. Considering the current trade cycle, we take this shrinking in stride, based

on our earlier estimates from 2014, and predict that in
2015, the market will attain its former value.
Doğuş Otomotiv achieved several important successes
in 2014. Despite the shrinkage in the automotive sector, our brands continued to increase sales and market
shares compared to the previous year. Our Volkswagen
brand was granted the “Top Selling Passenger Car and
Light Commercial Vehicle Brand” award in the Automobile Gladiators Ceremony organized by the Association
of Automobile Distributors (ODD) in Turkey. Hence, as
Doğuş Otomotiv, we reciprocated in Turkey, the global
success of the Volkswagen Group.
The stagnation experienced in the automotive sector in
2014 did not hamper our investments. As part of the
program we initiated mid-year at our subsidiary Yüce
Oto, which represents Škoda in Turkey, we undertook a
long-term endeavor to restructure the authorized dealer
and service organization, renew the software and technology infrastructure, integrate the logistics and spare
parts shipment systems with those of Doğuş Otomotiv,
and to re-launch the Škoda brand to Turkish consumers. I am certain that these endeavors will strengthen
the Škoda brand, which we believe will become a shining star in the Turkish market in the upcoming years.
Another significant change in 2014 was our decision to
dissolve our long-winded partnership with LeasePlan
by transferring our shares to their company. Taken as
part of the restructuring initiated within the Volkswagen
Group to engage in fleet leasing, a business with worldwide potential, this decision is expected to yield concrete results in 2015.
2014 held a special meaning for us, as it marked the
20th anniversary of Doğuş Otomotiv. Founded in 1994,
Doğuş Otomotiv evolved, in merely two decades, into
the largest automotive distributer in Turkey. We joyfully celebrated this outstanding achievement as a family with the participation of our suppliers, authorized
dealers, and employers in 2014. I believe that Doğuş
Otomotiv’s success in increasing its 0.5% market share
in its earlier days to more than 20% today and its rapid
climb from a lesser-known firm to a leader in the automotive sector makes an inspiring success story not only
for Doğuş Group, but for the sector and Turkey as well.
The 20th anniversary prestige book we meticulously prepared to commemorate this special occasion is the best
reflection of this inspirational story.
The biggest fortune of Doğuş Otomotiv is having a devoted and qualified team that transforms high objectives into concrete facts. The first decade of Doğuş
Otomotiv between 1994 and 2004 constituted a period
of infancy. After going public came a period of growth
that catapulted Doğuş Otomotiv to a leading position
in the sector. Today, we are still experiencing that period of growth with the same energy and dedication. By

embracing, in a more corporate framework, important
values such as persistence, productivity, diligence, innovativeness, and idealism, all of which epitomize the
key behind the success of Doğuş Otomotiv, we are taking strides that will carry our current success into the
future with sustainable measures.
I have absolutely no doubt that the current achievements
of Doğuş Otomotiv will not be confined to two decades
alone and that they will multiply in the upcoming years.
As we rightfully take pride in becoming Turkey’s leading
automotive company, we cannot overlook the responsibilities this status entails. These responsibilities require
us to not only maintain our business model that allows
us to carry our past experience to the future without
losing the energy that brought us to this point, but they
also obliges us to fulfill the duties of being a model and
a leader in many respects in the automotive sector. With
this mission in mind, we shall continue to run even faster towards our objectives and avoid possible risks that
might slow us down, as we strive to cement our place.
As a company focused on creating value in every field
it operates in, we fulfill our corporate responsibilities towards the public through a number of projects, most
notably with “Traffic is Life!” Leaving behind a decade
of achievements and awards, “Traffic is Life!” expanded its scope as the first corporate social responsibility
project to enter university curriculum through the participation of new universities in 2014. The “Best Radio
Adaptation of the Year” award we received at the ODD
Gladiators Award Ceremony in 2014 further augmented
our joy of bringing to life a social responsibility project
that reached the entire nation through radio and television commercials and public cooperation. The “Traffic
is Life!” platform was officially invited to the United Nations Economic and Social Council and was singled out
as an “exemplary program in road safety” by the United Nations. Extending beyond the borders of Turkey,
the success of “Traffic is Life!” constituted yet another
source of pride for us on our 20th anniversary.
Having emerged triumphantly from a year full of challenges, Doğuş Otomotiv looks, with hope and confidence, to the upcoming period that shall witness a new
growth trend in the world. I would like to extend my
heartfelt thanks to all our employees and shareholders
for their support and contribution towards the success
our company has attained thus far; I am certain that
their confidence in and support of Doğuş Otomotiv will
continue in the future, as it has in the past.
Cordially,
Aclan Acar
Chairman of the Executive Board
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CEO’s Message

Dear Stakeholders,
As Doğuş Otomotiv, we increased both our sales and
our market a share in 2014, no small success in a year
when the Turkish automotive industry contracted by
10%. Thus, even in a year when market conditions were
unfavourable, we maintained the growth trend of the last
five years, carrying our market share beyond 20%. The
results we have obtained in 2014 showed how right we
were in believing that high-quality products and customer-oriented service will always pay back. Every step we
took during this difficult year towards increasing customer satisfaction to the highest level possible came back in
the form of sales success.
Throughout the world, automotive sales took a slight
upward turn in 2014, whereas the automotive market in
Turkey contracted. The industry began the year in a pessimistic mood due to fluctuations in exchange rates and
the government’s policies designed to curb consumption. Indeed, during the first half of the year the market
contracted by 20%, but economic expectations took an
upswing in the second half of the year and especially in
the final quarter, and automotive sales picked up. As a
result, the automotive industry compensated for its losses in the first six months, closing the year with a contraction of 10%.
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In sum, total automobile sales in 2014 did not stray from
the 10-year average and remained within the 800-850
thousand range. The fluctuations in the monthly distribution of this figure, however, created problems in financial
planning, production planning, and capacity planning.
As Doğuş Otomotiv, we overcame these difficulties with
our experience, our flexible business model, and the
support of our suppliers, responding to the demand of
our customers as quickly as possible.
Despite the contraction in the market, most of the brands
in Doğuş Otomotiv’s portfolio succeeded in increasing
their unit sales in 2014, and all of them increased their
market share. Many of our brands attained their highest
sales figures in their history, and Volkswagen was the
market leader in passenger car and light commercial vehicle sales, as it was the previous year. Similarly, Doğuş
Otomotiv remained the market leader for the second
consecutive year.
We are naturally proud of this success that has come as
the result of hard work and self-sacrifice. What is more
important, however, is that Doğuş Otomotiv is able to
repeat this success across a number of categories like a
decathlon athlete. From this perspective, the fact that all

our brands in different segments increase their market
share year on year points to an important achievement.
Sales figures are only results; they are sustained by
quality targets. Our success in a great number of quality
targets such as customer and authorized dealer satisfaction, lowered levels of work repetition at our services,
and transportation rates in spare parts constitutes the
real factor behind the continuous increase of Doğuş Otomotiv’s market share for the last six years.
As Doğuş Otomotiv, we have built our fundamental business approach on customer satisfaction and conduct
all our activities within the framework of quality-focused
service. We take innovative steps towards our goal of
creating “fan customers” by taking service quality as
well as product quality to the highest level. In 2014, we
have executed an important project in this respect and
opened the “Value and Care Center” (DIM) to offer support to all our brands throughout the life span of our customers and to increase service variety. DIM will evaluate
and manage all kinds of customer demands on a brand
basis and will meet customer needs and expectations in
areas such as road assistance, appointment management, surveys, and second-hand sales. We believe that
this pioneering effort that aims to give our customers the
value and care they deserve will play an important role in
reaching our goals as an example of our vision of offering “creative services beyond expectations.”
Another aspect of Doğuş Otomotiv’s success lies in the
unity of goals established among OEM - Doğuş Otomotiv
- Authorized Dealers. Thanks to our broad product range
encompassing different segments, we are able to use
our big customer experience and the successful applications of our brands in a number of areas and for other
brands. Our suppliers appreciate and take as example
the creative solutions we have developed as a result of
the close cooperation and harmony among brand managements. The benchmarking presentations we gave
given for Audi and Volkswagen in 2014 are proud examples of the point we have reached in this respect. Other
distributors abroad also find inspiration in our sales success and Volkswagen Group offers our applications as
examples to its business partners.

ministry-level representatives of 116 countries, was met
with great interest and taken as example for similar applications, which was a development that gave us great
satisfaction in 2014, crowning our commercial success.
Our Human Resources vision is to be “the most desired
company with its innovative and sustainable HR applications, making employees feel they are valued, and
creating a common culture.” Our goal is to bring to our
company employees that embrace the values of Doğuş
Holding, equipped with the competences required by the
dynamism of our company, aware of the importance of
the customer, open to learning and improvement, and
able to sustain high performance over an extended period; we will then contribute to their professional and personal development and create opportunities for them to
use their potentials in the most efficient way.
As members of the Doğuş Otomotiv family, we celebrated the 20th anniversary of the foundation of our company with great joy in 2014. The story of the company
began twenty years ago with a distribution agreement
signed with Volkswagen Group, and reached today after
a process that made it the leader of its industry and a
respectable, trustworthy, innovative, and exemplary representative. The key elements of this story are courage,
faith, self-sacrifice, and tenacious hard work. During this
period, Doğuş Otomotiv became not only the leader of
the automotive industry with its focus on the individual,
its service approach, and the innovations it brought, but
also its “most trustworthy company.”
The main element of this story is without a doubt the individual. The employees, business partners, and authorized dealers of Doğuş Otomotiv constitute one big family, with every member playing a part in this sensational
rise to leadership. I wholeheartedly believe that our unity
and team spirit will carry Doğuş Otomotiv even higher in
2015 and beyond.
Respectfully,
E. Ali Bilaloğlu
CEO

Our corporate social responsibility project “Traffic is
Life!” is another subject where we constitute the benchmark. We have expanded the “Traffic is Life!” platform
brick by brick over the years, with patience and perseverance, and today it embraces ministries and a variety of public institutions, finding a place in the primary
education curriculum as well as college programs. Aiming to increase social awareness regarding traffic safety
and to decrease deaths caused by traffic accidents, the
project was selected by the United Nations Road Safety
Work Commission the best application in this field in
2014. Our presentation at the UN meeting, attended by
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Dr. Berk Çağdaş
CFO

In 2014, through which the markets of the developing
economies fluctuated, the US economy showed a recovery that was better than expected, the Central Bank
increased repo rates, the current deficit decreased,
and markets contracted in general, Doğuş Otomotiv increased its market share once again while maintaining
its sales figures of the previous year. Our Company increased its turnover and its operating profit on the previous year.
Taken together with the state of the market and macroeconomic developments, our financial operations along
with risk elements considered have been efficiently managed in coordination with brands and business units.
The amount of imports financed in 2014 was 2.2 billion
EUR, against which a total of 2.1 billion EUR were acquired. Working Capital Turnover average for the same
period was 4.91, and the average amount of loans used
to finance working capital was 1.1 billion TRY. Investments were made in the system infrastructure especially
for financial transactions during this period, and certain
improvements were carried out for more efficient and
cost-effective management of operations. As always,
market, operational, currency and interest risks and the
structure of working capital were carefully monitored and
necessary measures were taken in a timely fashion. This
enabled us to keep the risks created by economic fluctuations under control to the greatest extent possible,
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and to carry out a financial management approach with
suitable alternatives and costs.
In 2014, too, Doğuş Otomotiv used various scenarios to
analyze financial risks it had identified or was monitoring, and decided on the measures to be taken against
newly determined risks as well as those that were being
monitored. In addition, the Company managed threats
and opportunities of the industry by taking timely action.
Doğuş Otomotiv cooperates with a number of institutions in the industry as well as in finance sector to foresee risks, protect the interests of its customers and find
collective solutions to the problems of the industry.
One of the main functions executed by the General Directorate of Financial and Administrative Affairs with
priority is budget management. Investments in recent
years have given our Company a highly dynamic, parametric, scenario-based and detailed budget infrastructure. This system allows creation and management of
budgets and plans on a model and department basis,
resulting in healthier plans for the Company, timely cost
control, and full application within the Company because
the budgetary process is spread out to the base. As a
result, approval processes and relevant action plans become faster with reports that are both better suited to
our needs and also make more comprehensive comparisons possible, thus bolstering the control environment.

Besides all of Doğuş Otomotiv’s financial operations,
we also carry out the financial management, budgetary
planning, and reporting processes of our affiliates and
subsidiaries such as Doğuş Oto Pazarlama ve Ticaret
A.Ş., D-Auto Suisse SA, D-Auto LLC Iraq, and Doğuş
Teknoloji A.Ş. The financial operations infrastructure of
D-Auto LLC Iraq was set up and made active in 2014.
Financial reports were prepared according to regulations, generally accepted standards and principles, and
company procedures, with high level of accuracy and
within deadlines set, and these were independently audited. In 2014, the Turkuaz Projects for automation of
records and e-applications as required by regulations
provided the bulk of our work. Transition to e-invoice
system was completed on 1 January 2014 with stakeholders, and requirements and development processes
were completed for the transition to e-ledgers and epreservation applications.

creased regularly as did the number of intermediary institutions and analysts following it, reaching 27 in 2014.
We aim to continue our close dialogue and relations with
existing and potential shareholders and to inform investors about the strategic agenda, activities, and plans of
our Company.
Having successfully finished 2014 despite all difficulties,
we see 2015 as a year in which we will continue to manage the new directions it will bring. We aim to continue
with cost management in our area of activity and to be
a company that grows sustainably, creating value for all
our employees, partners, customers, and shareholders.

In 2014, the Administration and Purchasing activities
of our Company focused on internal customers, supplier relations, and work safety. Our purchasing volume reached 51.8 million TRY within the same period.
The main items of investment managed for the Doğuş
Teknoloji building and Doğuş Oto Kartal Showroom &
Service were approximately 47 million TRY. Since the
headquarters of our Company is located out of town,
a certain flexibility has been introduced by putting into
use central alternative locations in Istanbul that could
be used as temporary offices or meeting venues. All
processes regarding WHS and fire precautions were
inspected by independent institutions, and hygiene and
quality analyses were carried out for work environment
and food safety in order to improve working conditions
and personnel satisfaction.
In terms of central purchasing, we carried out surveys
to measure supplier satisfaction and to obtain their suggestions, leading to improvements in internal processes.
Through corporate management on international standards and investor relations applications, Doğuş Otomotiv continuously strives to increase its shareholder
value. Based on the changes in principles on 3 January
2014, the Investor Relations Department has undergone
restructuring and a licensed department executive was
appointed. Our Company carries out an active investor
relations program, attending 16 roadshows and conferences in 2014 as well as conducting meetings with
over 400 investors and analysts on company activities,
financials, and other developments. From the day it went
public on 17 June 2004 until 31 December 2014, our
Company’s share value demonstrated a sustainable
increase of 85%. The demand for Doğuş Otomotiv in-
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Turkish economy and the automotive industry
Growth rates around the globe slowed down alarmingly in 2014, and the Turkish economy grew by 2.8%
in the first three quarters, exhibiting a performance
below expectations. Currency rates and the stock
market followed a fluctuating course in 2014 due to
expectations that FED will increase interest rates; exports grew by 3.9% on previous year, reaching 158
billion USD, while imports decreased by 3.7%, dropping to 242 billion USD, thus effectively decreasing
current deficit.

GNP GROWTH RATE
(Fixed Prices) (%)

2.2

2012

4.1

2013

Automotive sales had greatly increased in 2013, but
increased currency rates, measures taken by the
government to encourage more savings, and hikes in
taxes in 2014 caused a decrease of 10%, which was
12.3% in passenger cars and 4.2% in light commercial vehicles. On the whole, 663,728 passenger cars
and 187,840 light commercial vehicles were sold in
2014. Heavy commercial vehicle sales increased by
10.5% on previous year, reaching 31,061 units.
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2.8

2014*
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* 9-months data

Automotive Market Sales Units (Wholesale Units)
2014

2013

2012

Passenger Cars

582,117

663,728

556,584

Light Commercial Vehicles

179,919

187,840

222,434

Heavy Commerical Vehicles

31,061

28,111

30,525

8,725

8,223

6,884

801,822

887,902

816,427

Trailer
TOTAL
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Doğuş Otomotiv in 2014
Doğuş Otomotiv celebrated its 20th year in 2014, crowning this anniversary with
successful results. Despite the contraction in the automotive market, Doğuş Otomotiv succeeded in increasing its sales, continuing to be the leader since 2013 in
the passenger car and light commercial vehicle market. Basing its business plans
on the vision of offering “creative service beyond expectations,” Doğuş Otomotiv
has been improving its market position steadily for years with the innovations it has
brought to the industry and its practices targeting customer satisfaction. 2014 was
a year during which this steady rise continued and the market share of the company surpassed 20% for the first time.
2014 was a year when expected growth rates could
not be attained globally in developed economies,
and the growth rate in developing economies slowed
down. The global growth of the automotive market is
expected to have grown 89.5 million units or 2.3% on
the previous year. In Turkey, however, the passenger
car and light commercial vehicle market contracted
by 10.04% due to slackened growth, increases in
exchange and interest rates, increase in the special
consumption tax, and the limits imposed by the Banking Regulation and Supervision Agency on loans.
In 2014, 582,117 units of passenger cars and 179,919
units of light commercial vehicles were sold in Turkey.
Sales in these two segments in 2013 were 663,728
and 187,840, respectively. Sales of heavy commercial vehicles increased by 10.5% in 2014, reaching
31,061 units.
The automotive industry followed a downward overall trajectory in 2014, but Doğuş Otomotiv increased
its total sales from 154,293 units to 157,340 units,
marking a growth in its retail sales market share from
17.8% to 20.1%. As a result of this achievement,
Doğuş Otomotiv continued to be the market leader of
the industry in 2014, as it was in 2013.
Working with one of the most valuable brand portfolios of the world and operating as the leading automotive distributor in Turkey, Doğuş Otomotiv has combined this competitive advantage with the vision of
offering “creative services beyond expectations” and
the principle of “working with a focus on customer satisfaction”, bolstering its market position consistently
through the years. Culminating in market leadership,
this process has been the natural result of the quality
of products and services.

Doğuş Otomotiv has demonstrated once again in
2014 that it is the leading distributor of the Turkish
automotive industry with:
• 14 distributorships bringing together the strongest
automotive brands of the world,
• A total vehicle park of more than 1,200,000 vehicles,
• Over 550 customer touch points,
• Over 2,000 employees,
• Over 80 different models offered in a wide array of
products,
• 157,340 units of retail vehicle sales (including
heavy commercial vehicles), and
• 21,120 units of second-hand vehicle sales.
Success in sales
Volkswagen Passenger Car undertook seven important launches in 2014, ending the year with a negative
growth of 4.1%, which is well below the industry average. The brand increased its market share to 14.4%
thanks to successful product and communications
strategies, maintaining its ranking in second place.
The independent research firm Ipsos selected Volkswagen Passenger Car the most loved automobile
brand for the second consecutive year.
Audi was exceptionally successful in 2014, attaining
its highest sales figure ever with 17,809 units sold. Its
vehicle park grew by 18.8% on previous year and the
brand had a customer loyalty rate of 74.3%, which
is held as an example throughout Europe, and Audi
Türkiye saw an increase of 18% in its after-sales services turnover. Another successful brand of 2014 was
SEAT, marking record growth in sales in a contracting market with 15%. SEAT sold 12,697 vehicles,
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Sales Units (Retail)
2014

2013

2012

130,300

127,731

96,958

Volkswagen

84,646

88,304

66,792

Audi

17,809

14,987

13,720

SEAT

12,697

11,065

5,811

Škoda

14,537

12,833

10,118

21

21

18

2

4

2

588

517

497

Light Commercial Vehicles

24,001

23,752

26,048

Volkswagen

24,001

23,752

26,048

Heavy Commercial Vehicles

2,991

2,810

2,557

Scania

2,014

1,672

1,701

Krone

716

752

474

Meiller

309

386

382

TOTAL

157,340

154,293

125,563

Passenger Cars

Bentley
Lamborghini
Porsche
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increasing its market share by 29% and bringing its
share figure to an unprecedented 2.16%. Distributed
since 1989 by Yüce Auto, Škoda had a productive
and dynamic year, increasing its unit sales by 13.2%
on previous year with 14,537 units, and bringing its
market share to 2.48%.
Doğuş Otomotiv’s highest luxury segment brand,
Bentley achieved its highest sales since 2006, when
it first entered the Turkish market, selling 21 vehicles.
Lamborghini sold 2 units in 2014, while Porsche continued its steady growth in Turkey, attaining a new
record with 588 vehicles sold, an increase of 14%
on previous year. As a result of this performance,
Porsche Türkiye ranked second among 26 countries
in Central and Eastern Europe.
Volkswagen Commercial Vehicle continued its steady
growth in 2014 despite the contraction in the light commercial vehicle market, bringing its market share up to
13.3%. This was the highest market share attained by
Volkswagen Commercial Vehicle, which maintained
its market leadership in imported commercial vehicles
as well, with a market share of 29.2%. As in the previous year, Volkswagen sold the highest number of
passenger cars and commercial vehicles combined
in 2014.
Scania, Doğuş Otomotiv’s successful representative
in the heavy commercial vehicles market, continued
to be a brand of choice in 2014 with its wide array of
products, achieving a total unit sales of 2,014. One of
the leading half-top brands of Europe and offered on
the Turkish market by Doğuş Otomotiv since 2003,
Krone sold 816 units in 2014, and its vehicle park
approached 7,000 units. Meiller, which creates solutions to the different requirements of customers and
strengthens its place in the industry with its service
quality, sold 309 tippers in 2014.
Scania Engines increased its market share in alternative sales channels, especially in generators, and
broke a new record in sales with 235 engines, marking an increase of 77%. Distributed in Turkey by
Doğuş Otomotiv since 2008, Thermo King, the leading world brand in coolers, increased its market share
in 2014 with 614 units sold, thus successfully finishing
the year as the market leader. Due to its success in
sales and service, Thermo King Türkiye was selected
by OEM the “Platin Sales and Service Provider” for
the fourth consecutive time.

After-sales services
Doğuş Otomotiv attaches great importance to Aftersales Services in ensuring continuous customer satisfaction, and adopts the principle of “continuous improvement.” The successful results obtained by the
brands under Doğuş in after-sales services is the key
indicator of its focused approach in this matter. In 2014:
• Three Volkswagen Authorized Services have been
selected to the list of 100 Best Authorized Services
in Europe at the 5th Service Quality Awards competition,
• At the IACS survey conducted by Audi AG every
year, Audi Türkiye maintained its top position in
the premium segment, and moved up from fourth
place to third among all brands, carrying its success one step further,
• At the Authorized Service Satisfaction Survey conducted every year by Audi AG with the participation of Service managers, Audi After-sales Services came in first among other brands,
• Authorized Service loyalty for SEAT was 58%,
while customer satisfaction survey score for aftersales services rose to 99.2,
• For Porsche, customer loyalty for Authorized Services was 80%, while customer satisfaction survey
score for after-sales services was 108,
• In guarantee inspections conducted by Porsche
AG, Vosmer Porsche Authorized Service succeeded in becoming the Authorized Service with
the lowest error rate in Central and Eastern Europe with an error rate of 0.3%,
• Scania’s 24/7 customer services line operators
responded to customers in Turkey and Europe in
their own languages and 26 emergency road assistance vehicles brought services to their locations,
• Doğuş Oto came in first in Turkey at the Audi Twincup race and had a record increase in the Net Promoter Score (NPS) with 14.9 points.
Awards
In 2014, Doğuş Otomotiv received awards in three
categories at the ODD Sales and Communication
Awards, 2014 Gladiators. Volkswagen received the
Best-selling Brand in Automobile and Light Commercial Vehicle, and Audi won the first prize in the Magazine Ad category with its A4 2.0 TDI model. Doğuş
Otomotiv’s “Traffic is Life” radio spot was selected the
Radio Application of the Year.
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In addition, Volkswagen Passenger Car received a
silver Effie with its Lovemark integrated communications campaign. The World Car of the Year award,
one of the most prestigious awards of the automotive industry, was given to Audi’s A3 family this year.
At the “Kırmızı Awards” held by Kırmızı magazine of
the Hürriyet publishing group, Audi Quttro ad was selected the best automobile ad. In the traditional “Best
Commercial Vehicles and Brands” competition held
by German magazines specializing in commercial vehicles, Meiller was selected “The Best Dipper” for the
tenth consecutive time.
Turkish hospitality in Lausanne
Active in Lausanne, Switzerland, since 2009 as a
Doğuş Otomotiv subsidiary, D-Auto Suisse SA increased its sales by 50% in 2014 despite the recession in Europe and broke a new record with 275 new
vehicles sold. In addition, D-Auto Suisse SA was selected as one of the top five dealers throughout Switzerland in terms of quality.

Operational leasing
Founded in 2003, LeasePlan Türkiye offers valueadding services to its clients in the operational leasing sector for the last ten years. As of the end of 2014,
LeasePlan Türkiye has increased its fleet by 37%, extending its total vehicle portfolio to 14,315 units. The
company serves 1,815 different clients.
TÜVTÜRK

Aiming to bring Doğuş Otomotiv’s know-how and corporate business model into Iraq’s automotive market
as the leader of innovations and quality-centered service ethos, D-Auto LLC began its operations in Erbil
in 2014. D-Auto LLC sold 31 new vehicles from July
to December.

Making an important contribution to traffic safety by
ensuring that vehicles travel safely, TÜVTÜRK has attained record growth in all its areas of activity, primarily in periodical vehicle inspections in 2014, increasing its turnover by 15.6%, from TRY1,009,000,000 to
TRY1,166,000,000. The fixed station number rose to
203 with the Antalya Serik Station, which was opened
in 2014, and the addition of İzmir and Fethiye Motorbike Inspection Stations. New mobile stations were
also added, bringing the total number of mobile stations up to 103. The number of periodical vehicle inspections increased by 14% on previous year and
reached 7,897,000, with exhaust gas emission tests
run for 2,745,000 vehicles.

Doğuş Oto

vdf Automotive Financing

Providing services at a total of 32 Authorized Sales
and 30 Authorized Service points for VW Passenger
Car, VW Commercial Vehicle, Audi, Porsche, SEAT,
Škoda, and DOD, Doğuş Oto sold a total of 46,868
new vehicles in 2014, setting a new record with this
performance. Doğuş Oto’s share in Turkey’s passenger car and light commercial vehicle market rose to
6.1% in 2014.

Turkey’s leading automotive financing company, vdf
developed innovative products and services aimed at
customer satisfaction and expectations in 2014, and
reached record highs in loan and insurance numbers.
vdf surpassed all targets in 2014 with its performance
and continued to be the market leader among consumer financing companies and banks in terms of
“performing contracts.” vdf increased its total volume
of loans by 25% on previous year, from TRY 3.2 billion to TRY 4 billion.

Entry into the Iraqi market

A game setter in the second-hand market
DOD, Turkey’s first and biggest brand in corporate
second-hand vehicles, has become the symbol of
trust in the sector since 1999 and has introduced
many innovations in the corporate second-hand
sector. As the harbinger of corporate identity, DOD
introduced changes in the business models of the
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second-hand sector and succeeded in increasing its
Authorized Dealer stock penetration level from 8% to
around 25%. DOD has created new supply channels
and improved corporate identity at Authorized Dealers, which increased sales to 21,200 units.

A strategic communication channel: Social media
All Doğuş Otomotiv brands make extensive use of the
internet and social media communication, creating
pioneering projects with the innovative applications it
offers on social media platforms. For example, Volk-

wagen Passenger Car has 3.4 million followers on
Facebook, making it the most popular brand and the
biggest Volkswagen page in the world. The web page
of the brand receives more than 16 million visitors a
year. The newly developed “Internet-based Potential
Customer Management System” has directed over 26
thousand customers to Authorized Dealers.
Second-hand automobile sales also make effective
use of social media. DOD realized its first vehicle
sale on Twitter in 2014, winning the bronze award
in the “Best Twitter Use” category in the 2014 Stevie
Awards.

responsibility project in the industry thanks to the projects it carries out, and has been invited to the UN
General Assembly Economic and Social Council that
convened in Geneva between September 22 and 24
to present its activities, and was selected “Exemplary
Application in Traffic Safety.” “Traffic is Life!” continues its work to create cultural change in society in
terms of respect in traffic, and to date has received a
total of 10 awards.

Corporate responsibility
Acting on the principle of being present in all the links
of the automotive chain, Doğuş Otomotiv continued
its corporate responsibility projects in 2014 with aim of
managing and minimizing the effects created due to
its operations and sharing its solutions with all shareholders. Having pioneered its sector, Doğuş Otomotiv
prepared its first Corporate Responsibility Report in
2009. Sustaining its leadership position in this area,
the company regularly continues reporting and maintains its efforts concerning transparency and accountability, the two keystones of corporate responsibility.
Within the framework of its responsibilities towards
people and public spheres, Doğuş Otomotiv believes
that raising awareness about traffic safety, one of the
key elements of social participation, is a basic responsibility. Hence, with its project titled “Traffic is Life!,”
Doğuş Otomotiv aims at taking the lead in improving
the perspectives of individuals on issues of mutual
respect, responsible behavior and following the rules
in traffic. In 2014, the number of universities offering
“Traffic is Life!” as an elective increased, and primary
school teachers were given “I’m Learning Life” training in order to enable them to teach more effectively
the second-grade Traffic Class, which is a part of the
curriculum determined by the Ministry of Education.
“Traffic is Life!” engages in collaborations with respected establishments and institutions like World
Health Organization, Turkish National Police, and the
Ministry of Education on the subject of “Road Safety;” becoming increasingly active through the year,
it reached tens of thousands of students in pilot cities with its exemplary education programs. “Traffic is
Life!” has become the most comprehensive corporate
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With a proud past to a promising future
Exactly 20 years ago, Doğuş Otomotiv was founded to take part in
all the links in the automotive value chain and to offer creative service beyond expectations, becoming the “leading” and “pioneering”
company of the industry in the process. With the strength it finds in
its past and the faith it has in its future, Doğuş Otomotiv moves forward, creating new values on its way.
Aclan Acar, Chairman of the Board, Doğuş Otomotiv:
Doğuş Otomotiv has succeeded in forging a sentimental connection with its customers by
creating sincere and sustainable projects and offering unconditional customer satisfaction
with the technological infrastructure it developed. This is the reason why our Company continues to foster innovative and creative thinking after all these years... Many companies lose
their dynamism as they grow old. Doğuş Otomotiv, on the contrary, gets younger as years
pass. This year, Doğuş Otomotiv is celebrating its 20th anniversary. 20 years ago, imported
automobiles could only be seen in dreams, and the Turkish automotive industry has come a
long way since then. Our Company has guided the development of this industry, and today,
it shapes the automotive world. As the Doğuş Otomotiv family, we look to the future with
hope, in the belief that we will crown many anniversaries like this one with our success.
Ali Bilaloğlu, Chief Executive Officer, Doğuş Otomotiv:
We have continued our work focused on unconditional customer satisfaction for the last 20
years with the services we have provided as Doğuş Otomotiv, and today, we are happy to
be the leading automotive distributor of Turkey thanks to our continuous investment in our
human resources. Our motto has been “happy employees for happy customers,” and for
20 years we worked with the conviction that human resources are our greatest asset. In 20
years, Doğuş Otomotiv grew from a sprout into a tree with very strong roots. We have been
raising the standards of our industry for the last 20 years, acting as an exemplary corporate
citizen, and receiving countless awards in the process for creating happy customers with
our happy employees. I have full confidence that the faith, sincerity, and shared wisdom of
my valuable colleagues will carry our Company to further success stories in the countless
20 years to come.
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20th anniversary messages
You have succeeded in reaching the highest point globally by sharing the VW vision,
including all our brands in innovative projects, and carrying out those projects; you are now
one of the most select importers of our group in the world. With its dedication to VW Group
brands, Doğuş Group has contributed significantly to our success in the last 20 years.
Christian Klingler
Member of the Board, Sales and Marketing, Volkswagen AG

Doğuş Otomotiv has been representing the Audi brand for the last 20 years in the most
prestigious way possible. You are doing a wonderful job. You have taken our brand one step
further in your country in terms of premium service, hundred percent focus, and brand image.
Luca de Meo
Member of the Board, Sales and Marketing, Audi AG

The partnership between Doğuş Otomotiv and Porsche began in 1994. Today, we proudly watch
the unbelievable success story of Porsche in Turkey, which has been continuing for 20 years.
Dr. Wolfgang Porsche
Chairman of the Board of Auditors, Porsche

In time, we learned through experience that not only was Doğuş a dependable partner, but
also a very strong one in financial terms. The experts of the Turkish automotive industry do
an excellent job. It is our privilege to be working with such a strong and professional partner.
Dr. Andreas Offermann
Vice President, Sales and Marketing, SEAT

In the last 20 years you have sold 330,000 commercial vehicles and attained a wonderful
market share. As Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles, we are very happy to have such a
professional and strong partner.
Bram Schot
President of Light Commercial Vehicle Sales and Marketing, VW

For the last 20 years, Doğuş and Scania have been marketing trucks, engines, and services
to the Turkish transportation industry. It has been a magnificent journey, and today, we are
one of the biggest brands in the Turkish market. I want to thank you for your dependable
and solid cooperation.
Martin Lundstedt
President and CEO, Scania
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Traffic is Life!
Focused on creating value in every one of its areas of activity as the leading automotive company of Turkey, Doğuş Otomotiv adds a new example to its achievements on the commercial front every day, while it continues to meet its responsibilities regarding its social stakeholders, society, and the environment with the work it
has been consistently carrying out for the last 20 years. Aiming to extend the culture
of respect in traffic to all segments of society, “Traffic is Life!” is the most important example of these consistent efforts. Leaving behind a decade of success and
awards, “Traffic is Life!” rapidly increases access to traffic safety in society thanks
to the applications it carries out in light of social needs and expectations, moving
forward as a pioneering project that touches people’s lives and creates a difference
and transformation through awareness.
Focusing on the “human,” “Traffic is Life!” has become the most comprehensive and consistent corporate responsibility brand in Turkey regarding traffic
safety. Traveling safely and healthily through traffic is
only possible by creating awareness among all individuals, be they pedestrians, passengers, or drivers,
about their rights, responsibilities, and duties. “Traffic
is Life!” aims to contribute to safer living with its training programs and communication projects poised to
increase social awareness about traffic safety.
Our Company’s vision is to be the harbinger of a
cultural change in society concerning traffic safety,
and has organized a variety of training programs on
traffic safety, starting the change with Doğuş Group
employees, in order to help society to internalize its
various training and awareness-raising projects. A
number of diff0erent training modules designed to
create awareness among Doğuş Group employees
regarding traffic safety have offered a total of 8966
hours of training to 2011 employees. First Aid in Traffic has imparted theoretical and practical information
on fundamental principles of first aid to 1,114 Doğuş
Otomotiv employees as a complementary program
of traffic safety trainings.
Traffic Safety training programs aiming to contribute
to the daily traffic routines of employees were not
limited to the company and in a restructured format
were extended to authorized dealer employees as
well. “Drive Happily, Drive Safely” training programs
covered topics such as culture of safety in traffic,
factors affecting traffic safety, safe driving, and vehicle maintenance, and were made available online
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to authorized dealer employees; as a result, 600 authorized dealer employees in direct contact with customers had the opportunity to receive online training
and impart their knowledge to 492,629 customers.
Offering traffic safety training and awareness projects aimed at various target groups, “Traffic is Life!”
has become more active in universities in 2014.
According to Accident Statistics Report for Turkey 2013 by the WHO, university students are under the
highest risk as the active drivers of the future and
constitute one of the main target groups of “Traffic
is Life!” e-learning program. “Traffic Safety” tailored
to this group became widespread in 2014, attended by 12,393 students in 10 universities as an elective course. Offered at Marmara University, İstanbul
Commerce University, Çukurova University, Işık
University, Trakya University, Bahçeşehir University, Sakarya University, Kocaeli University, Erzurum
Technical University, and Erzurum Atatürk University,
“Traffic Safety Course e-Learning” was the first CSR
project to become part of higher education curriculum regarding traffic safety. Traffic Training Research
Directorate of the Turkish National Police and the
Higher Education Board (YÖK) held a joint meeting
on the campaign for increasing traffic awareness in
universities, where the Traffic Safety e-Learning Program was presented and included among elective
courses recommended by YÖK.
In addition to Traffic Safety Course e-Learning Program, special field activities for university students
are also designed by “Traffic is Life!” in order to
spread traffic safety awareness among the younger

generation. In 2014, safety belt simulations, safe traffic seminars, safe driving training, and social media
activity stands were made available to 4328 students
at seven universities in seven different provinces
from Mardin to Malatya and from Erzurum to Edirne.
These organizations in different regions of Turkey led
to increased awareness on the issue.
Children are the guarantee of our future, and constitute one of the main target groups of “Traffic is Life!”
in creating a culture of respect in traffic. Active since
2004, our platform has carried out many successful
campaigns involving children and given support to
the creation of traffic safety culture among primary
school children with “The Perfect City,” a content
created in line with the “Traffic” course curriculum in
the fourth grade with the collaboration of the Ministry
of National Education and YEĞİTEK (General Directorate of Innovations and Education Technologies).
The Traffic Course e-Content Project has become
part of the Education Information Web as the first and
only e-content provided by the private sector. “The
Perfect City” course content, which features a traffic
that is 100% safe and involves interactive applications and digital homework, makes traffic rules fun to
learn for students.
The number of deaths caused by traffic accidents
increase every day and traffic safety has become a
serious public health concern, indicating that traffic in

Turkey has to be dealt with much more comprehensively. “Traffic is Life!” supports the Safe traffic Project as a result of the collaboration between important
institutions such as the Traffic Safety Platform and the
WHO, developing important projects for road safety.
Mardin and Afyon were selected as pilot cities and
various awareness-raising activities were conducted
regarding traffic safety, and in both cities, teachers
received teacher training using material supporting
the Traffic Unit in the Social Studies course in primary
schools with the approval of Provincial National Education Directorates and Governors. In addition, a safe
driving training session was held at Mardin Artuklu
University for students, and the importance of traffic
safety was discussed at a seminar by Doğuş Otomotiv executives and senior bureaucrats of Mardin.
Besides traffic safety programs designed to increase
awareness in all segments of society, Doğuş Otomotiv aims to make safe traffic culture more widespread
in society and to increase awareness for “Traffic is
Life!” with communications projects. In 2014, one
radio spot and one TV spot was aired for “Traffic is
Life!” in order to increase our communication on TV
and radio.
Created in collaboration with BP and supported by
the Turkish National Police and the Traffic Safety
Platform, our TV spot “Buckle up for Life” was aired
on TV in 2014. The public spot emphasizing the use
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of safety belts is a remake for Turkey of “Embrace
Life,” the film that broke viewer records on the Internet and received an award at Cannes. The radio spot
created with the collaboration of the Turkish National
Police addressed the loss of attention caused when
driving at high speeds and gave a message on traffic
safety. The 41-second spot reminded listeners once
again that traffic signs and other elements may escape the driver’s attention at high speeds. The public
spot on speed driving was frequently aired on radios
and remained on air for more than 400,000 seconds,
regarded as exemplary by many institutions.
In addition to all these projects carried out in 2014,
the logo for “Traffic is Life!” was used along with corporate logos in all the sponsorship and communication projects of Doğuş Otomotiv from sports to arts,
from the environment to education, as well as in sales
and marketing activities and in all brand communications.
The projects under “Traffic is Life!” were pioneers in
a variety of areas and were awarded by respected
institutions in 2014. As a result of the “Traffic Safety
e-Learning” course and the “Excessive Speed” spot
frequently aired on radio, “Traffic is Life!” was officially invited the UN Economic and Social Council
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that convened in Geneva on 22 September 2014,
and both projects were selected by the UN as “Best
Practice for Road Safety.” Doğuş Otomotiv also received an award for “Traffic is Life!” in the “Best Radio Application of the Year” at the ODD Sales and
Communication Awards 2014, which is organized by
the Automotive Distributors Association to evaluate
communication activities in the automotive industry
in the most comprehensive and professional manner.
Striving with determination since 2004 to spread
traffic safety culture in Turkey, the “Traffic is Life!”
project has carried out hundreds of applications for
our target groups such as Doğuş Group employees,
children, the young, and society in general. Our innovative traffic safety projects became even more effective in 2014 and were widely appreciated. Doğuş
Otomotiv’s brand in corporate responsibility, “Traffic
is Life!” will continue to contribute to the shaping of
a sustainable traffic culture and to serve the public
by creating new projects for a future where traffic is
safe.

About Doğuş Group
Founded in 1951, Doğuş Group has been taking its
place among the leading business conglomerates of
Turkey. The Group is a corporate leader in the region.
Doğuş Group is active in eight core businesses: financial services, automotive, construction, media,
tourism and services, real estate, energy and entertainment. In addition, the Group sustains its growth
with new investments in the areas of sports, entertainment, technology and agriculture.
Doğuş Group utilizes a management style that is
both customer-focused and productivity-centered.
While it is formed through material gains, it embodies
a strong corporate citizenship approach which is at
the center of all business practices of the Group and
which benefits the entire society. In line with this approach, the Group implements several corporate responsibility and sponsorship projects, with a special
focus on child development, education, environment,
culture & arts and sports.
Doğuş Group is aware of its responsibilities and acts
in accordance with a vision that includes leading by
example and contributing to economic development.
The Group plays a significant role in the Turkish economy by creating numerous employment opportunities and generating high levels of business volume.
The Group’s Corporate Social Responsibility Strategy; is to support economic, social and environmental
development and increase the level of prosperity by
creating innovative and sustainable business models
in every sector and region.
Doğuş Group has more than 250 companies and
over 40,000 employees. The Group has created
strong customer loyalty while building brand value
with its high-tech infrastructure. Doğuş Group continues contributing to Turkey’s ongoing process of
transformation and innovation. Utilizing its global
perspective, world-class brands, and noteworthy
partnerships, the Group’s vision – particularly with
regard to services – is a valuable asset to Turkey.
The Group is able to maximize the value of its brands
by utilizing the highest quality human resources and
the most advanced technology to maintain the high
standards that have made it a regional leader in the
services sector.

Doğuş Group always provides its services based
upon the principles of customer satisfaction and
trust. As a result of this approach, the Group has created reputable brands with global standards and has
been representing Turkey worldwide. Its name is a
source of attraction for international investors who
are interested in Turkey. The Group has contributed
to this process by creating a synergy with global giants including the following: BBVA (Banco Bilbao Vizcaya Argentaria, S.A.) in finance, Volkswagen AG and
TÜVSÜD in automotive, CNBC, MSNBC and Condé
Nast in media, Hyatt International Ltd. and HMS International Hotel GmbH (Maritim) in tourism, Latsis
Group, Kiriacoulis Group and Adriatic Croatia International (ACI) Group in marine, and the International
Azumi Group in the food & beverage and entertainment industry.
Standing out as a pioneer of change, Doğuş Group
is always ready to adapt to the developments around
the world. In line with this adaptation strategy, the
Group also has the advantage of capitalizing on its
broad range of experience and collaborations.
By signing partnership agreements with the leading
global companies, Doğuş Group signals its intention
to accelerate its investments throughout the world.
Regarding the latest international partnerships of the
Group, Doğuş has always underscored its ambitious
standing in becoming the regional leader of the sectors in which it operates.
In almost all of its core businesses, the Group has
strong international partners providing high-quality
services in 26 countries, with 35 world-renowned
brands.
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